1920s Blues Steps
Richard Powers

These were American steps but were recorded by the French who noted in great detail what the
Americans were dancing in Paris, which explains the French terminology for American steps.

Basic One-Step Blues, "Le Blues"
* Slow One-Step, backing the Follow or backing the Lead.
* Side Steps: side-close, repeated.
* Rotating, stepping in place, CW or CCW.
* Double Hesitation: Step backing Follow, replace, step backing Lead, replace.
* Crab Walk: a repeating Double Hesitation, Lead faces in, while slowly traveling to the Lead's right
side in diagonal steps. Every step faces your partner.

Fox-Blues, Three-Step Blues, Jazz Blues
* Basic side-close-side (Two-Step), done to both sides, in place.
• Zig-Zag. The same step traveling backing the Follow in a zig-zag pattern.
* Rotating in place, CW or CCW.
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* Straight Jazz, backing the Follow in a straight line, QQ-S timing.
* Rocking Steps, with a bit of a side lead.
* Staggering Step (Lead crosses behind as Follow crosses in front on the second step).
* Pivoting Staggering Step, with a bit of a snap turn on third step.
* Forward Staggering Step (both cross in front on the second step), like a Snake Dip.
* Jazz Blues Cross-Step (cross over on the first step), S-QQ timing.
This last one evolved into the cross-step waltz around 1930, which the French called the Boston
Waltz, a term which meant a slow waltz at that time.

Six-count (Gulf Coast) Blues
* Basic side-close-side Two-Step, toward the Lead's left side; single side-close to the other side.
Repeat.
* The single step can also be done backing the Follow.
* This can also me done forward, almost like a promenade. Forward 2-step then back up one.

Camel Walk
It's hard to describe the body sway. You can watch it here: https://youtu.be/EWuo9rMD_Fs

